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A Kiss is Just. 
 
1. 
Before we begin, as it were, a warning: a decades-old warning from the heart of 
heterosexual romance.  It goes something like this: 'You must remember this.  A kiss is 
never just a kiss ...'.  The meeting of two sets of lips is not a simple act; it is never 
straightforward, it is never obvious.  A kiss is a communicative act: it says something.  
It speaks to the person you are kissing; it speaks to the people watching you kissing.  A 
kiss suggests affection, loyalty, greeting, love, lust, respect.  A kiss with eyes open is a 
very different thing from a kiss with eyes shut: a kiss on the cheek implies a relationship 
quite distinct from that suggested by a kiss on the lips.  With the introduction of 
tongues, a whole new language of kissing begins. 
In cinema and television, kissing also has a particular history.  As Chris Straayer 
suggests:  
In classical Hollywood cinema, the classic kiss...conventionally represents 
sexuality.  The power of this kiss derives from its dual metaphoric and 
metonymic function.  It both stands for sexual activity and begins it...[thus 
comes the] metonymic power of the kiss to suggest both romance and sexuality 
(Straayer, 1992, p.44). 
Kisses are semiotic acts, performances ripe with meaning.  But beyond even this 
communicative dimension, there is a potency to kissing; in the meeting of lips, much 
more is spoken to participants and observers than the categories noted above.  The 
importance of kisses is suggested by John Hartley:  
a kiss is a communicative encounter between two parties . . . .What it means 
depends not only on the kiss itself but also on the relationship of the participants 
. . . . a kiss may signify betrayal as easily as love...there are culturally specific 
codes of display for kissing...Kisses are very like meanings, being soft, fleeting, 
immensely important, sometimes telling the truth, sometimes not, sometimes 
holding the universe still for a moment, sometimes betokening very little; 
always highly coded according to existing socio-cultural, historical and political 
systems for both performers and observers (1996)
1
. 
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In 1942, in one of the greatest love stories the cinema has produced, Sam played it 
again.  He sat at a piano and told the same old story:  'You must remember this', he 
sang, 'a kiss is just a kiss'.  Ingrid and Humphrey looked convinced.  They were all 
wrong.  For in Casablanca, Humphrey and Ingrid kiss; and this kiss says much about 
love, betrayal, despair and hope.  Never 'just a kiss', it becomes an iconic moment that 
stands for romance — for heterosexual romance2 — for passion, meaning, bravery and 
passion.  True love.  In such ways can a kiss begin to mean.  Images such as these, 
moments of sublime kissing, permeate the heterosexual 'mediasphere' (Hartley, 1996), 
offering fixed and visible moments upon which comforting and nurturing fantasies of 
romance and meaningful lives might be built. 
 
2.   
American television dramas are infested with such moments.  Particularly in the 
daytime soap operas and their rather more expensive prime time cousins, kissing marks 
moments of narrative reversal, and it offers visual pleasures to audiences expecting to 
see dreams of meaningful romance supported and celebrated.  Kisses are massively 
present. 
By contrast, this article writes about a lack.  This is a lack which is never only absent, 
but insistently absent; which is not only kept from television screens, but is continually 
signalled as being kept from them.  In a space which is constantly flagged, as texts 
scream: 'Look at what we're not showing you!', sits the peculiar history of men not-
kissing other men in American television programs. 
It might seem that to show a negative action — to present something not-happening — 
might be a difficult task for the medium of television.  In fact, this proves not to be the 
case.  The articulation of not-kissing on American television has been insistent and 
demanding.  This article takes the form of a forensic analysis (Hartley, 1992: 29); a 
consideration of a series of images of men not-kissing men in American television.  
These moments, drawing attention to not-kissing, are important.  As John Hartley notes: 
Kisses are textualized, and the 'text' can be recorded on film or paper . . . . The 
way textualised kisses are 'written' in the media is expressive of the public, 
three-way relationship between 'textmakers' . . . . the medium in which they 
appear...and a readership . . . . What's more, they'll also be expressive of (and 
can serve as evidence for) the historical and cultural context within which they 
are produced, circulated and read, since no-one kisses outside of the semiotic 
conventions of their time and place (1996). 
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Such is the importance of these images of not-kissing. 
 
3. 
But first, with a spurious gesture towards scientific method, a 'control'.  Casablanca was 
perhaps the wrong place to embark upon a journey whose end point is to be Melrose 
Place.  Humphrey and Ingrid provide an iconic moment of screen kissing for 
heterosexual audiences, but such a grandiose image is in fact outside the interests of this 
piece.  Television does not necessarily work in such ostentatious terms:  rather than 
producing iconic moments, distinct images that linger uninvited in the backrooms of the 
mind, the everyday medium of television (Silverstone, 1994), the flow of its texts 
(Williams, 1974, p.78) produce a series of unsurprising images, whose very pleasure 
lies in their familiarity.  This is an important point, and it makes clear the importance of 
television.  As McKenzie Wark has suggested: 
We live every day in a familiar terrain: the place where we sleep, the place 
where we work, the place where we hang out when not working or sleeping...We 
live every day also in another terrain, equally familiar: the terrain created by the 
television.... (1994, p.vii). 
In this lies the potency of television.  It creates a series of familiar images — what can 
be seen as expected and what is expected to be seen.  In television fiction, heterosexual 
kissing occurs constantly.  It is a normal, familiar image.  Through repetition it gains the 
status of normality.  By contrast, men kissing men has been problematic enough to 
ensure that it does not become common, routine or ordinary. 
Here then is the 'control'.  In 'Out', a 1995 episode of the Australian television drama GP 
, one of the five central and regular characters in the program becomes involved with a 
male patient.  He takes this opportunity to tell the rest of the practice that he is gay.  In 
itself this is no longer surprising on television programs, where homosexuals have 
indeed been appearing for decades.  What is out of the ordinary, though, is the 
ordinariness with which this is done.  The mise en scene, the editing, the narrative, all 
construct this liaison as unproblematic.  Most spectacularly, after a few of dates, the 
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The film Longtime Companion (Rene, 1990) suggests the difficulty of such a banal 
representation.  The characters in that film sit in a group watching a daytime soap opera 
which one of them scripts.  The climax of one scene is a gay kiss.  The moment at 
which the lips meet, the textual representation of the kiss, is a moment of screeching 
unbelief, celebration and excitement.  What Longtime Companion shows as an audience 
response has also been the dominant textual tone in American television — a hysteria 
informed by disbelief.  By contrast, the text of 'Out' presents the kissing of men as in no 
way extraordinary.  It is not shocking or hysterical.  
It is necessary immediately to address and dismiss a previous set of arguments around 
representations of homosexuality
3
.  On the one hand, it has been argued that to represent 
homosexuals as 'just the same' as heterosexuals is problematic.  Andrea Weiss , for 
example, is unhappy with the telemovie An Early Frost, asserting of the main character 
that his: 'lack of a gay sensibility, politics and sense of community make him one of 
those homosexuals heterosexuals love' (quoted in Gross, 1989, p.138).  Mark Finch 
similarly distances himself from 'the gay movement in North America' as he suggests of 
Dynasty's Steven Carrington that the character is what that movement: 'argues gay men 
are like and the sort of representation the movement wishes for [ie, clean, attractive, 
masculine, white, middle-class, etc]' (1986, p.33).     
On the other hand, there is writing which is worried about negative 'stereotypes' (Gross, 
1989, p.135).  Along with a dislike of homosexuals shown outside of the norms of 
society ('they mostly show us as weak and silly, or corrupt') comes a desire for 
representations of 'normal, unexceptional as well as exceptional lesbians and gay men'   
(137).  Indeed, as Gross suggests: 'much of the theoretical work which has addressed the 
question of gay/lesbian representation in and by specifically mainstream media has been 
framed by a discussion of positive/negative imagery and the either liberatory or 
damning effects of figures...' (Fuqua, 1995, p.200).  
The argument of this article is not to be carried out within these terms — same/different 
as positive/negative.  The image of kissing on GP is celebrated not because a 
homosexual liaison on the basis that it is shown to be exactly the same as a heterosexual 
one.  Wider issues of character, narrative, casting and performance are not discussed 
here; television texts are complicated things, and you can only do so much at any one 
time.  Neither is there any pretence to account for the social impact of any of the 
representations discussed.  To worry about 'effects' of representations upon a 
community, as some previous writers have done, is to set the terms of discussion 
beyond the possibilities of textual criticism. 
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This piece, then, does not share the outrage of Andrea Weiss at the gay character in An 
Early Frost.  Her disgust at his: 'lack of a gay sensibility, politics and sense of 
community' seems misplaced.  I hesitate to claim a gay 'sensibility' for myself; I know 
lesbians and gay men whose politics are very different from my own; I spend much of 
my time alienated from what seems to be a crassly superficial 'community'.  Yet I would 
still like to think I can be counted as homosexual.  This statement is made by way of 
introducing the hope that there is in this article no desire to suggest the correct way to 
represent a homosexual.   
Rather, this brief history gestures towards an archive of images of kissing; the 
possibilities for seeing the meeting of men's lips as a familiar and unsurprising image.  
In this, the desire is for a lack of difference, at least in the level of immediate visual 
elements.  The image of Dr Martin Dempsey kissing his boyfriend in GP is visually 
unexciting: and there is no reason that in the act of kissing, homosexual characters 
should be lit, edited or blocked any differently from other characters on the program.  
This image, this kiss, is a familiar, banal image of television soap opera kissing
4
.  In its 
very banality, it stands as an iconic moment in the possibility of imaging men kissing 
men on a television program. 
 
4. 
Of course, one cannot 'see' homosexuals.  They don't look any different from you or me, 
honey.  As the producer of GP notes with an appealing frankness:  
If you include a multicultural character, they just look that way, so you don't 
have to talk about [their ethnicity].  But gays don't look any different.  If you 
show them acting differently, it's stereotyping, and if you talk about it you're 
politically flagging the issue all the time (Peter Andrikidis, quoted in Porter, 
1995, p.7). 
The communication of all sexuality (not just homosexuality) is necessarily 
performative.  The kiss is one way in which such information might be announced; 
perhaps the most immediate and the most potent.  As Straayer states, the kiss can be the 
metaphor and the metonym for sex and sexuality.  To add another metaphorical 
metaphor, Fuqua refers to: 'homosexuality or its synecdoche, "homosexual kissing"' 
(Fuqua, 1995, p.199).   
Television can communicate information in an aural and visual manner.  It would 
certainly be possible for the medium to employ the image of men kissing men to 
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suggest sexuality.  But historically, other aural and visual means have rather been used 
to communicated (homo)sexuality.  Previous writing on this subject has asserted a 
blanket absence of this particular visual trope: it is an idea commonly-circulated that 
same-sex kissing simply cannot happen.  Alan Frutkin, for example, quotes Gail Shister, 
television columnist for the Philadelphia Inquirer in her suggestion that same-sex 
kissing is:  
the final frontier to be crossed by gay and lesbian characters.  'Network 
executives and their sponsors are still very nervous about any public display of 
affection', she says.  'Sure it's OK to be gay; it may even be OK to have kids.  
But it's not OK to have sex (Frutkin, 1995, p.31).   
Similarly, Joy V Fuqua quotes Soap Opera Digest, as it: 'lists ten things that you will 
never see on a daytime soap opera'.  Number two is: 'Homosexual Kissing' (Fuqua, 
1995, p.199); just above 'Cruelty to Animals', 'Women with Runs in their Stockings' and 
'Old People in Nursing Homes'.  By contrast, this article suggests that men kissing men 
is not merely an absence: rather, than men not-kissing men is an insistent presence. 
 
5. 
In most gay relationships on television, men do not kiss.  The sexuality of gay men is 
communicated — is performed — in other ways, through other combinations of visual 
and aural cues.  The starting point in this history of American television and its 
representation of homosexual kissing, then, is the case of Steven Carrington in Dynasty.  
This is not, of course, the first instance of a gay character on American television; but 
this is not, of course, a complete history.  As an emblematic point in this history, 
Steven's place is indisputable.   
Despite this centrality, there is no image accompanying this section: for Steven does not 
contribute to the archive of images of men kissing men.  As he demonstrates his 
affection for lovers in manly hugs and knowing smiles, he begins to build the archive of 
images of men not-kissing men.  As Mark Finch suggests in his account of the program, 
the performance of this character's homosexuality takes place in statements rather than 
other forms of action.  The homosexuality of Steven is not communicated by having 
him stand or walk or behave in a manner which is any different from the heterosexual 
members of the cast.  He does not express his gayness through an avowed desire to 
listen to Judy Garland records.  Neither does he communicate his sexuality by 
expressing desire for men.  In fact, in understanding the character's (homo)sexuality, 
there is only one unmistakable cue, a piece of information communicated aurally:  'I am 
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gay', Steven states.  'Steven is gay', he 'forces his family to say out loud' (Finch, 1986, 
p.34).  It is a proclamation rather than a performance of sexuality.  As Andrea Weiss 
says of the telemovie An Early Frost, 'We know he is gay because he tells his 
disbelieving parents so' (quoted in Gross, 1989, p.138). 
Such proclamations replace physical performance of sexuality.  It is well known that 
Steven never kissed his lovers.  Finch's account of the program, however, makes clear 
the extent to which homosexual physical contact was effaced in Dynasty ; as well as the 
violence narratively associated with those moments of physical contact:  
Any display of affection is seized upon and translated into violence from other 
(straight) characters.  Ted touches Steven's hand in a restaurant and is seen by a 
co-worker who later starts a fight . . . Blake finds Chris in Steven's apartment 
and assumes they are lovers, initiating an argument...Claudia, from a doorway, 
sees Luke adjusting Steven's tie and assumes they have made love, causing her 
to sleep with another man (Finch, 1986, p.5). 
Touching a man's hand, straightening his tie: this is the physical contact which replaces 
kissing as the performance of same-sex desire.  Steven can talk about homosexuality — 
but he cannot do it.  This logic — whereby the performance of homosexuality is limited 
to the speech-'act' — reaches its logical extreme in the comments American People 
magazine makes about the lesbian character to appear on the medical series Heartbeat:  
'On-camera, physical intimacy between McGrath and her romantic partner . . . will be 
limited to eye contact and the occasional hug' (quoted in Sasha Torres, 1993, p.180).  
This is as far as the performance of homo-sexuality can be allowed.  It becomes a 
virtual, rather than a physical sexuality: oddly, it remains conceivable, even here, only 
in physical sexual terms, even when such physical expression becomes unrepresentable.  
Such a contradiction can only be overcome by the linguistic fudging that proposes eye 
'contact' as a physical act.   
It is this tendency — a homosexuality performed in television's aural but not visual 
discourses, stated but not seen — which best accords with Chris Straayer's suggestion 
about cinematic representations: for it has to some degree been true of American 
television that it presents: 'a tolerance that includes a homosexual couple' but an 
'intolerance of homosexuality' (Straayer, 1992, p.55).  And it is in this sense that Larry 
Gross is most correct when he says that: 'For the most part gay people have been simply 
invisible in the media' (Gross, 1989, p.135): the most common strategy of 
representation for homosexuality is not a visual one at all.  Gay people have been 
visible as people, but not as gay.  Homosexuality has rather been spoken; it is 
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proclaimed rather than performed; tongues are used to make passionate speeches, but 
not to deep-kiss gay lovers. 
 
6.   
'I am gay', Steven proclaims in Dynasty.  There is no possibility of kissing in that 
program.  Kissing is not even noticeable as an absence: for the relationships of Steven 
with his gay lovers are never obviously sexual enough to draw attention to the lack of 
kissing.  It is only in those uncommon moments when he adjusts a man's tie that the 
suspicion might be raised — do they never kiss?  Largely, though, Dynasty keeps male 
not-kissing relatively unproblematic by ignoring it entirely.  By contrast, other instances 
of not-kissing are more blatant.  For instance, the 1994 season finale of Melrose Place 
explicitly draws attention to the impossibility of men kissing men through a spectacular 
imaging of not-kissing. 
Melrose Place features a regular gay character: Matt (Doug Savant)
5
.  Matt is a central 
character, and is textually obvious as such.  He lives as part of the geographic space of 
the show's close-knit community; he is present in the title sequence; he appears 
regularly in the program; he is liked by most of the regulars, hated only by the bad guys 
(Kimberley).  His character is open to being discussed through familiar structures — as 
'positive', 'negative', 'positive as negative' or 'negative as positive'.  As Mark Finch 
might say, Matt is: 'what the gay movement in North America argues gay men are like' 
(Finch, 1986, p.33).  He is ruggedly good-looking, masculine but sensitive, the 
broadness of his shoulders matched only by the breadth of his social concern.  He is a 
hospital administrator, he is white (as are all central cast members on this program); he 
is probably kind to animals and always remembers to write his mother at Thanksgiving.  
Whether this represents a wholesome contribution to homosexual representation, or an 
assimilationist cop-out, is a meaningless question.  No simple reading can account for 
the possibilities of this one character
6
.  Again, the interest of this article is in the ways in 
which his sexuality is communicated: the archive of images of homosexuality to which 
the program has contributed. 
Matt has never had a stable relationship.  This is not surprising: no-one on Melrose 
Place has ever had a stable relationship.  He has been involved in a series of flings and 
brief encounters.  A promising affair with a sailor breaks down when the latter's HIV 
positive status proves to be too problematic; a liaison with a gay cop that never gets 
beyond the aforementioned 'eye-contact' leads to stalking, breaking and entering and a 
tense hostage-taking situation.  At the end of the 1994 season, however, Matt has his 
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finest hour.  It is Billy and Alison's wedding (this will not come off, as repressed 
memories will cause Alison to run away and become an alcoholic), and Matt has just 
met the best man.  Deciding that the best man is indeed the Best Man, Matt smiles, 
enjoys some eye contact, and goes for something a little more corporeal.  Standing by 
the swimming pool in Melrose Place, in the public space which lies at the heart of this 
community and program, Matt and the best man move towards each other to embrace 
and kiss ... 
In some ways, Matt is lucky.  In this narrative, he does at least get to kiss a man (as far 
as we know, Steven in Dynasty never got beyond straightening his boyfriend's tie).  But 
as Matt and his amour move towards each other, the program begins to break down.  
The text suddenly shifts it address, as though deciding at the last minute that it cannot 
show viewers — cannot actually make visible —  what the narrative implies is 
happening.  This is what happens, as described by Joy Fuqua: 
The camera tracked in for an emphatic yet teasing slow-motion close-up of Matt 
and Rob as their lips touched, and then quickly cut away to a reaction shot of 
Billy gazing — appropriately — from behind the mini-blinds of his distant 
window (1995, p.210). 
Fuqua's account does not do full justice to the spectacular anti-realism of this scene.  
Matt and Rob's lips never actually touch.  As they move towards each other, the 
program indeed slips into slow motion; with an almost strobe-like effect.  The camera 
cuts to Billy, back to Matt and Rob, back to Billy.  Finally, the moment of the kiss itself 
is represented by a close-up of Billy's face.   
The structure of these shots constructs the actual moment of the kiss — the possibility 
of two men's lips meeting, never mind the exchange of tongues or saliva — as the most 
incredibly desirable sight, with reaction shots and techniques such as the camera track 
and slow-motion making clear that what is taking place is the build up to some 
explosive climax.  And yet that climax is never reached:  there is no release, no image 
which the text can provide to satisfy the desire created.  Although narratively we know 
that they have kissed, we cannot see it.  The image is impossible.   
This is all the more noticeable when the Melrose Place image of a man not-kissing 
another man (we never see him kiss) is compared with the picture of male kissing from 
GP.  Compared to the frankness, the banality of that kiss, the not-kiss of MP is 
completely excessive.  The standard (heterosexual) kiss of MP is as formally as banal as 
GP's.  Even those kisses which are transgressive are usually shot in a straightforward 
manner; when Michael kisses Amanda while wife Kimberley lies at home weeping, for 
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example, the shot is lit, framed and edited in a 'normal' way, one which does not draw 
attention to itself in the context of the program.   
Geoffrey Nowell-Smith has suggested that classical melodrama is characterised by a 
'hysterical' mise en scene: that is, 'the syphoning of unrepresentable material into 
excessive mise en scene' (Gledhill, 1987, p.9).  The not-kiss of Matt and Robb could 
similarly be described as being marked by 'hysterical editing' — the text of the program 
appears to be obsessed with this kiss, and through editing creates a massive empty space 
where the kiss should be.  The desperate excess of this editing makes clear that what 
cannot be shown is indeed massively problematic — in Nowell-Smith's terminology, it 
must be 'repressed' (9).  Compared to the banal kiss of GP (indoor, suburban, lit in a flat 
manner), the huge, fatal kiss of Matt and Rob is shot to look more like the arrival of the 




As noted above, it has been suggested that gay or lesbian kissing is 'the final frontier to 
be crossed by gay and lesbian characters' (Frutkin, 1995, p.31).  But the hope promised 
in that metaphor — that maybe one day we will have crossed all barriers and can kiss, 
and be seen to kiss, quite freely — is again countered by television experience.  For in 
fact we have already been past the 'final frontier': we have boldy gone where no-one has 
gone before.  And we know that even in the twenty-fifth century, the possibility of gay 




This kiss occurs in Star Trek: the Next Generation, an episode called 'The Outcast'.  It is 
a gay kiss. (Supposedly).  In order to make clear how an image of a man kissing a 
woman is a gay kiss, it is necessary to look at the context of this episode.  For example, 
the video cover is explicit in claiming this as a gay story:  'In classical Star Trek 
fashion', it states, 'this episode deals with the intolerance and fear of sexual difference'.  
Henry Jenkins notes industrial discourses making similar claims:  '"The Outcast" was 
the "The gay episode"...Supervising producer Jeri Taylor explains, "'The Outcast'...is a 
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gay rights story.  It absolutely, specifically and outspokenly deals with gay issues"' 
(Tulloch and Jenkins, 1995, p.255). 
This then is a story which 'absolutely, specifically and outspokenly deals with gay 
issues'; and the climactic moment of the story is a kiss, a transgressive kiss, a kiss that 
will challenge sexual intolerance.  This, then, is as close as Star Trek gets to a gay kiss.  
And yet it shows a man kissing a woman.   
Diegetically, perhaps, the matter is a little more complex.  'The Outcast' concerns a race 
of androgynous aliens, called the J'Naii.  While working with the crew of the Starship 
Enterprise, Soren, a member of the race, 'comes out' to Commander Will Riker; she has 
'tendencies' to femalehood, she confesses, and is in love with Riker.  The two go on to 
have a short-lived affair (they kiss and the screen fades to black), before Soren is 
kidnapped by the gender-police and forced to undergo treatment that will make her 
androgynous once again.  This is the gay tolerance story of Star Trek; the image 
reproduced above is as close as the program can get to a gay kiss.  A male actor kisses a 
female actor, representing a diegesis in which a man kisses an androgynous alien.  This 
is as good as it gets. 
The background to this story is one of a program unable to come to terms with the 
physical performance of homosexuality (while, with glorious hypocrisy, heterosexuality 
is constantly performed, in the short-lived love affairs of all the major characters).   The 
account of the program in Henry Jenkin's work on Star Trek:TNG makes clear that the 
need to represent a gay kiss by showing a man locking lips with a woman is a direct 
result of a confusion over the visualisation of homosexuality.  Frank Arnold (employed 
as the program's fan liaison officer) works from the premise that: 'A person's...sexual 
preference should not be obvious, just as we can't tell anyone's religious or political 
affiliations by looking at them' .  Unfortunately, this means that he cannot imagine how 
homosexuality might become visible:   'What would you have us do', he asks, '...put 
pink triangles on them?  Have them sashay down the corridors?...Would you have us 
show two men in bed together?' (quoted in Tulloch and Jenkins, 1995, p.248).   
One other possibility which Arnold ignores is that which says 'I am gay', and makes the 
rest of the family say 'Stephen is gay'.  He does find, though, a political mode of 
communicating sexuality (the pink triangle), a performative mode (that is, camp: the 
sashay) and a pornographic mode (two naked bodies, doing whatever gay men do to 
each other in bed).  These are familiar modes of performed homosexuality.  The kiss is 
less familiar.  Unlike 'two men in bed together', a kiss need not be a preamble to sex 
(though it often is), nor need it be a part of the sexual act itself (although, even in 
pornography, it can be).  A kiss is, as was suggested at the opening of this essay, a much 
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more potent and more fluid signifier.  Iconic moments of kissing provide pleasures 
beyond the simply sexual.  Narratives of romance and true love require kisses; 
narratives of sexual satisfaction require only 'two men in bed together'.   
This, then, is the way in which the representation of (homo)sexuality becomes possible 
in Star Trek: TNG:  by writing it as an issue, it can be discussed, once again becomes a 
matter played out in language, by speech and by no other performative means.  Speech 
is the only space in which a character can be passionate about homosexuality: the 
righteous indignation of liberal rhetoric takes the place of sexual excitement.  Soren 
stands before her people and defends her right to love whom she chooses, a 
proclamation made in 'classical Star Trek fashion': 
I have had these feelings, these longings, all my life.  It is not unnatural.  I am 
not sick because I feel this way.  I do not need to be helped.  I do not need to be 
cured.  What I need — and what all those who are like me need — is your 
understanding...your compassion...what we do is no different from what you do.  
We talk, we laugh, we complain about work...all of the loving things that you do 
with each other — that is what we do.  And for that we are called misfits and 
deviates and criminals . . . . What right do you have to punish us? . . . to change 
us?   What makes you think you can dictate how people love each other?  ('The 
Outcast') 
So speaks the androgynous alien who is arguing for her right to be heterosexual (it is 
difficult to muster the correct amount of pity); she can speak passionately about 
oppression (it is the only passion homosexuality is allowed), in a story that claims to 
address 'gay rights': but the image on the screen insistently plays out heterosexuality.   
Indeed, this image of Riker and Soren kissing is a strange one: the space that opens 
between diegesis and representation yawns as a disconcerting cavern as the femaleness 
of the actor playing the androgyne is painfully obvious.   In fact, the whole androgynous 
race played by women.  Says Rick Berman, producer of the program: 'We were either 
going to cast with non-masculine men or non-feminine females.  We knew we had to go 
one way or the other.  We read both men and women for the roles and decided to go 
with women' (quoted in Tulloch and Jenkins, 1995, p.287-286).  No further explanation 
is given for this choice, but it seems ingenuous to believe it was taken purely on 
grounds of artistic merit.  Another producer (the program seems to have dozens of 
them) notes that had a man been playing the alien, actor Jonathan Frakes (Riker) would 
quite happily have kissed him, as 'he's a gutsy guy' (Brannon Braga, quoted in Tulloch 
and Jenkins,1995).  What a brave man.  Luckily he was not called upon to display such 
fortitude, and the heterosexual kiss went ahead.   
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Chris Straayer has written on the 'paradoxical kisses' involved in 'the temporary 
transvestite film', kisses between characters of opposite genders when the diegesis 
requires one to be sexually disguised (1992, p.36).  'In this generic system, the conflict 
between a character's actual sex and the sex implied by her/his disguise and 
performance functions to create simultaneous heterosexual and homosexual 
interactions' (43).  She is interested in the possibility of a 'homosexual reading' of such 
moments (44).  By contrast, Star Trek offers the exciting possibility of a trangressional 
reading which uses extra-diegetic information to make a heterosexual interpretation.  It 
is obvious that the woman is a woman: so the radically diegetic interpretation (here is a 
man kissing an androgynous alien, who may have no vagina, no penis, no recognisable 
genitalia) is counterposed with a subversive one — here is a man kissing a woman. 
Indeed, even ignoring the wild possibilities of resistant heterosexual readings, the 
diegesis proves not to be very supportive of gay rights.  By using its status as science 
fiction, Star Trek manages to collapse not only sexuality and gender, but sexuality, 
gender and biological sex, in a spectacular set of straightforward equations: so 'The 
Outcast' in fact says nothing about homosexuality.  To begin with, the supposed analogy 
whereby androgyny comes to stand for homosexuality is a convoluted one: for this is 
not a planet of homosexuals where an individual is persecuted for heterosexuality: it is a 
planet of androgynous aliens, where one alien decides that she wants to be 'feminine'.  It 
is not about biological sex (there is no suggestion that her genitalia are physically 
different from the other aliens): Soren has no biological sex.  But these androgynous 
aliens obviously equate biological sex with gender — because they are androgynous, 
they cannot have any gender roles (they do indeed dress identically, have identical 
haircuts and identical makeup).   
One alien, then, despite a biologically androgynous body, decides to claim a 'female' 
gender role.  How does the program imagine the performance of this gender?  It is 
demonstrated through the desire to have sex with a male-gendered being (the bearded, 
burly, aggressive, dominant and determinedly masculine Commander William T Riker).  
This is the 'female' gender role which Soren feels she must play out.  That is to say, in 
'The Outcast', sexuality is confused with gender, which is confused with the biological 
sex of the actress.  Why does falling in love with Riker mean that this (diegetically) 
physically androgynous alien is 'female'?  Similarly, why does wanting to be female lead 
to her lusting after Riker?  Could she not favour a 'female' identity and go on to desire 
the infinitely more attractive Deanna Troi?  In the terms of this program, obviously not.  
The female role involves stubble burn, passivity and a desire to be taken by a man.  This 
seems to offer little to that section of the homosexual audience whose desire is to have 
sex with other women.  Indeed, the resistant reading of this program by lesbian or gay 
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interpretive communities might focus on precisely this fact to look at Soren's object 
choice (burly, bearded and bolshie) before nodding sympathetically:  'Honey, you are 
sick.  Get on that treatment'. 
Also interesting is that this episode of Star Trek, as well as avoiding the gay kiss in 
extra-diegetic terms, and offering little understanding of sexuality in its diegetic 
collapsing of distinct terms, also rushes to deny whatever (miniscule) transgression 
might be implied in Riker's (heterosexual) kiss.  For in this episode, Commander 
William T Riker gets a second kiss.  As well as his moment of intimacy with the young 
alien in a pageboy haircut, he also gets to kiss the regular crew member Deanna Troi.  
Troi is an incredibly feminized character.  Her role on the show is the 'ship's counsellor', 
a position mysteriously absent from the original Star Trek (whose moral position might 
be summarised as:  Shoot first, adopt a moralistic stance with hands on hips after).  The 
narrative function associated with Troi's position is also a profoundly feminized one:  
encouraging people to talk about their feelings, communicating, supporting, reacting, 
understanding, being 'empathic'.  Physically, she is also feminized:  big hair, soft make 
up, curvaceous figure.  While the rest of the crew face unknown dangers dressed in 
practical trouser suits that allow a full range of movement and some protection from 
abrasions, Deanna Troi wears a low cut dress that lifts and shapes her breasts, draws 
attention to her cleavage, flatters her hips and offers very little in the way of coverage in 
the event of a phaser attack.   
In the scene which follows directly after the androgynous kissing pictured above, then, 




It is almost as though, having kissed an androgynous alien, Riker must immediately 
prove his manhood.  Or rather, given the space between diegesis and appearance, it is 
almost as though, having kissed an androgynous woman, Riker must kiss a feminine 
woman (it is like the bizarre literalism of 'balance' that informs some accounts of 
television journalism).  There is little in the way of diegetic explanation for the second 
kiss.  It is true that Riker and Troi have had a relationship in the past, and this is 
occasionally alluded to in narratives, but it is not a necessary part of this story.  
Ostensibly, Riker goes to Troi to make sure that she is not upset by the possibility of his 
beginning a new relationship:  but he has had other heterosexual liaisons before now, 
and never felt the need to go to his ex-lover about it before now.   
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Compared to the lack of narrative logic for this second kiss, though, the extra-diegetic 
logic is obvious:  visiting Troi for this benediction allows the program to point to 
Riker's previous heterosexual relationships; and more obviously, it allows him to be 
seen to be performing his manhood with a real woman. 
It is possible, then, on American television, to show a man kissing another man, so long 
as the other man is a woman.  And so long as he is shown to be kissing a pretty, 
feminine woman in the next scene.  And so long as they have had a heterosexual 
relationship in the past.  And so long as the diegetic character is struggling with her 
urges towards 'womanhood'.  In short, the transgressive kissing of Star Trek's 'gay' 




It is possible to find examples of men kissing men on American television.  As might be 
expected from the vehement denial of the possibility of such kissing quoted from 
industrial sources above, none of these kisses is unproblematic: each comes with one of 
a variety of explanations that it is not to be read as an example of an everyday practice.  
None are to be seen as metonyms for possible lived homosexual relationships. 
One example come with two set of textual markers that make these points clear:  a man 




In the episode 'The Kiss Hello', Kramer kisses Seinfeld.  Of course, this is not a gesture 
of affection.  It is not a homosexual kiss in the sense of communicating a sexual desire 
between these men.  We know very well that both Jerry and Kramer are heterosexual; 
more, we know that Kramer is eccentric.  On top of all this, we know that the theme of 
this program is 'kissing' ('the kiss hello').  In this context, then, the above kiss stands as a 
moment of comedy which is not referred to again, which comes and goes and signifies 
as it passes not a relationship but an invitation to shocked laughter. 
From even the still image of this kiss, it can be seen that it does not communicate 
affection or desire: certainly not a reciprocated desire, in any case.  In the wild 
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gesticulations of Jerry's outstretched arms can be seen his shock at what is happening, as 
the only desire he manifests in this image is the desire to get away.  Man kisses man, but 
it is not a kiss of gay desire.  More than this, though, the nature of the program as 
comedy is once again used to signify just how impossible, how extraordinary, is the gay 
kiss.  If editing is hysterical in the man not-kissing man of Melrose Place, then the 
performances of Seinfeld carries the hysteria of this program.  Kramer kisses Jerry.  
What are the possible responses to this act?  Can it be interpreted as an acceptable and 
encouraging moment of affection?  Jerry's outstretched arms say no.  In case we miss 
the implications of this performance, the next series of shots make clear that this is a 
moment which must not be read seriously.  The camera cuts to the door opening, and 
George walks into the room just as the kiss occurs.  He stops, sees what is happening, 
performs an laboured double-take; then elaborately pantomimes tip-toeing backwards 
out of the room. 
Over this typical 'comic' reaction, the laugh track screams with an audience's laughter.  
The performances that surround this kiss are hysterical in their excess, and the reactions 
they provoke are precisely hysterical.  There is little possibility that this kiss can be read 
as a gay kiss: but more importantly, there is no possibility that the program can be read 
as suggesting that gay kissing is normal, familiar or everyday.  The very fact that the 
lips of two men meet is a source of hysterical performance and laughter: it could not be 
a point of affection or delicate feeling.  A man can kiss a man, but only with a textual 
framework which makes clear the impossibility of such a kiss being taken seriously. 
The comic status of this kiss, then, must be acknowledged.  Comedy, as 'the law 
anticipating its own transgression (Kristeva, quoted in Hutcheon, 1985, p.75) is 'the 
appropriate site for the inappropriate'; where '"subversion" and "transgression" are 
institutionalised generic requirements' (Neale & Krutnik, 1990, p.91, 4).  Seinfeld is a 
comedy; tautologically, the kiss between Kramer and Jerry is not to be taken seriously.  
As an example of the kind of transgression which characterises comedy (or which 
comedy allows), the kiss is left with little possibility of suggesting tenderness, contact, 
emotion, love, lust or sex:  it communicates, as the hysterical performances of Jerry and 
George and the audience suggest, shock, disbelief, and the need for laughter. 
 
9.  
A final example of the image of homosexuality — its visual communication — on 
American television comes as close as has been achieved to the standard set by GP.  
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Tales of the City  offers a kiss: one which provides an iconic moment.  Two attractive 




Of course, I'm going to complain about this as well.  Certainly, the actors involved are 
attractive, and on first watching this moment, I practically cheered to see the kiss.  But 
still ... 
Throughout this article, the possibilities celebrated in GP  are those associated with 
banality:  the possibility of offering a kiss that is not demonized nor rendered hysterical 
in its shooting, lighting or editing.  It is the fact that such an image being offered as 
familiar, as normal, as possible, which is celebrated.  In Tales of the City, this is not the 
cas: the program is textually and contextually proclaimed as being distanced from 
reality.  As a one-off, special event mini-series, broadcast on PBS, Tales of the City 
draws attention to the unreality of its subject matter; a particular type of unreality named 
nostalgia.  Set in an apartment block which, unlike the yuppie-paradise of Melrose 
Place (ruled over by the dominatrix advertising executive Amanda) is run by a dope-
growing transsexual, everyone in Tales is celebrating the seventies in the way that only 
hindsight makes possible.  Joining consciousness-raising groups, enjoying free love, 
mind-altering drugs and kaftans, the program celebrates what is consciously unreal, 
displaying an impossible yearning for what has never been.  It is in this space of 
nostalgia, and sandwiched between a straight woman in love with a black lesbian who is 
really white, a transsexual landlady and child pornographer, that a man may kiss another 
man.   
Tales of the City, is, as the cover of the video version explains, 'captivating': 
San Francisco in 1976 is a city where the unlikely always seems to happen, 
whether by coincidence or fate, and where true love comes in unexpected ways.  
It's a city buzzing with innocent but naughty fun . . . orgies . . . and therapy 
sessions 
This orientation to nostalgia is obvious in every detail of the text.  Each tie-dye, each 
sideburn, the way that the hero dances — even the way that he walks — proclaim that 
this is not reality.  In the space of impossible dream, men may kiss.  But what is 
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remembered is what has never been, and there is little space for ordinariness in Tales of 
the City.   
It must be made clear that what is lacking from American representations is not 
'realism', but banality.  It is this familiarity which is present in GP's textual codes, and 
which that program renders so obviously absent from American examples.   That 
realism is not a consideration might be illustrated with a brief celebration of another 
aspect of Melrose Place.  That program is not obviously 'realistic' (although the 
vagueness of that term renders almost any text open to reclamation.  As Colin McArthur 
has noted, it makes little sense to talk of realism, when historically so many formally 
distinct artistic tendencies have been named 'Realisms' [McArthur, 1975/76, p.143]).  
However, as regular television programs form their own genres, setting and resetting 
expectations from week to week (Caughie, 1991), excess and melodrama begin to be 
familiar: a state of affairs which is dramatised in the pleasure of regular audiences who 
can predict exactly what will happen in each narrative.  Expectations provide a guide for 
determining what is likely to happen in this program, and a set of rules for deciding 
what would be out of step with the rest of the program (a long term, stable relationship 
that did not involve incest, kidnapping or attempted murder, for example, would be the 
focus of intense and very suspicious scrutiny).   
The familiar territory of Melrose Place, it has been established above, does not extend 
to images of men-kissing men (to communicate that, the program must step well beyond 
even its own excessive parameters).  However, it does allow for homosexual relations, 
even if they are expressed in less physically performed ways: and these homosexual 
relations are narratively similar to the generic norm of other liaisons.  A sample 
storyline illustrates this argument.  Matt (poof, homosexuality communicated in 
language, occasional hugs, one hysterically over-edited kiss) is gaybashed (by a gang 
sent by the mad doctor Kimberley, when he has finally secured the psychological proof 
of her madness that will have her struck off).  The cop who comes to his rescue turns 
out also to be gay (established through that old favourite physical-substitute, eye 
'contact'); as well as being gay, he proves himself to be even more psychotic than the 
rest of the cast (not an easy task).  Having found out that Kimberley was responsible for 
the gay-bashing, he follows her, pulls her over to the side of the road, drags her from her 
car and puts a gun to her head.  He also follows Matt around, stalks him, and keeps 
trying to buy him cups of coffee, before finally holding him and Jo hostage at gunpoint.   
This, then, is a 'positive' representation of homosexuality.  While it is true that, 
particularly in relation to mainstream films, critics have worried that the representation 
of gay men and lesbians as degraded psychotic killers is a problematic one, in this 
instance having a mad admirer who stalks you and then holds you at gunpoint is 
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generically normal.  (A heterosexual character, Sydney, spends the same episode locked 
in a pit in the middle of a desert, spiders crawling over her, as a [mad] cult leader tries 
to brainwash her into accepting a polygamous sexual relationship with him).  The space 
allowed homosexuality in Melrose Place (even if it cannot be communicated as a 
physical quality) is a familiar one.  There is no need to turn to accounts of realism, and 
whether gay men are really like the psychotic cop.  Rather it must be celebrated that 
Matt can be stalked by a madman just as much as Michael can have his madwomen 
(Sydney, Kimberley). 
As a depressing aside, it is also worth noting that the most hopeful spaces for allowing 
the broadcast of images of a man kissing a man — PBS (Tales) and the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation (GP) — are public channels: and yet neither has proven 
immune to external pressures to remove these images from their screens.  The proposed 
second season of Tales of the City was cancelled due to the loss of American co-funding 
when right-wing religious groups in that country declared a boycott on channels and 
products involved.  Similarly, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation was able to 
present the weekly image of a gay man, a sexuality articulated in speeches, and 
performances, in kissing other beautiful men: but the character could not last:  
The character is to be axed, GP insiders say, because viewers have failed to 
warm to him.  The program's executive producer, Peter Andrikidis, confirms 
that the viewer letter rate was two-thirds against and one-third for....he is 
inclined to blame the way the character was introduced to viewers....'We 
shouldn't have revealed Martin's homosexuality so early...' (Porter, 1995, p.5) 
In these ways are even the limited instances of men kissing men rendered less 
enjoyable, and finally removed from our screens.  The tiny victories achieved in 
presenting gay sexuality as something other than issue, proclamation or focus of 
hysteria are soured by the reactions of limited constituencies determined that hetero- 
remain the only visible -sexuality. 
 
10.  Conclusion  
The basic argument of this piece is that the moments in which men don't-kiss men in 
American television programs work very hard to keep kissing and homosexuality apart.  
Men do not kiss (Dynasty); a man can kiss another man, but we cannot be allowed to 
see it (Melrose Place); a man can kiss another man, so long as the other man is a 
woman (Star Trek).  If a man does kiss another man, the image must be disavowed: 
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offered as an invitation to hysterical laughter (Seinfeld); or to nostalgic reminiscence for 
what is apparently impossible in contemporary society (Tales of the City). 
Ultimately, not-kissing is more common than kissing.  The sophisticated readings of 
desire and identification produced by McKenzie Wark around heterosexual moments of 
romance and passion (Wark, 1991) have no equivalent in writing about homosexual 
kissing; simply because images of men kissing men never get this far.  When they are 
shown, the questions demanded are not about the possibility of romance, of how such 
ideals might be appropriated, of their efficacy, of their importance, of their applicability 
or availability as impossible dreams.  Rather, these images are disavowed, distanced, 
finally have little to do with homosexuality. 
John Hartley has noted the primacy of the visual as a mode of communication in 
Western societies: the tradition of metaphors linking light with knowledge ('bringing 
things to light', 'see it with my own eyes', and so on) make this connection explicit 
(Hartley, 1992, p.140).  In American fiction television, homosexuality remains an issue; 
and it is marked as such precisely by the limited repertoire of ways in which it might be 
performed.  Unable to be enacted, it must always be spoken about, kept at the distance 
which lack of images imposes; talked about, but unable to be seen.  'I am gay', Steven 
must proclaim.  'I am gay', says Matt.  'I have had these feelings, these longings, all my 
life', says Soren.    
Twenty years ago, Australia had a homosexual soap character whose sexuality was 
spoken but not otherwise performed.  In the soap opera Number 96 , the character's 
homosexuality was similarly spoken rather than seen.  To an over-enthusiastic blonde 
woman who was desperately trying to get into his knickers, this hapless character turned 
and said, slowly and clearly, enunciating clearly enough to ensure even an untutored 
heterosexual audience might understand: 'Carol, don't you understand?  I'm a ho-mo-
sexual'.  American television fiction still finds it necessary to perform homosexualities 
in similar ways —  as statements, issues and smiles — while the most simple and 
obvious of performative signifiers (the kiss) remains impossible.  As the above analysis 
has insisted, there is no archive of images of men kissing men in American television 
where that act can signify the romance, the closeness, the dreams of relationships, which 
structure heterosexual television narrative.  This lack of an archive is not accidental:  it 
is part of, and helps to sustain, a society in which romance, relationships, commitment, 
devotion — love — between men is impossible to think of, and homosexuality is 
insistently reduced to a (paradoxically) unrepresentable sex. 
Speaking is a public act.  Fucking is private one.  As well as gesturing towards romance, 
love and other impossible ideas, images of kissing are involved in a project of: 
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'marking, changing and renewing the boundaries between public and private' (Hartley, 
1996).  Kisses bring the private into the public: from this perspective, the insistent lack 
of images of kissing between men is important in yet another way:  such an absence 
insists on the private nature of homosexuality.  'I don't mind what they do in their 
bedrooms, honey, so long as they keep it to themselves'.  Keep it private.  Keep it from 
the public sphere.  Just so long as 'we' don't have to see 'their' kisses. 
A kiss is just a kiss, they say.  A kiss is just a kiss.  But if queers are interested in equal 
rights — rights including the right to dream impossible dreams, to believe what we 
know to be untrue, to desperately miss what we have never had — then the right to kiss, 
and the right to be seen to kiss, is an inalienable one.  A kiss is a right.  It is justice to be 
able to kiss.  A kiss is not just a kiss.  But a kiss is just. 
In this, Sam was wrong.  But in other ways, he got it just right.  In the 1970's, in 
Number 96, the gay character could only say: 'I'm a homosexual'.  Twenty years later, 
Melrose Place has a regular gay character; now he can say: 'I am gay'.  Neither of them 
could kiss a lover.  The performance of neither of their sexualities could be a visual one.  
When our sexuality is communicated, it must be stated, professed, discussed in liberal 
and thoughtful terms.  It could not be seen twenty years ago, and it cannot be seen now.  
At least Ingrid and Humphrey could say that they will 'always have Paris'.  By contrast, 
what we will 'always have' is excuses from the television networks about the 
impossibility of representing homosexualities with the same strategies afforded 
heterosexualities.  And this, finally, is where Sam got it right:  for his song noted — and 
we might feel — 'It's still the same old story . . .' 
 
                                                 
1
 References to John Hartley's text Popular Reality refer to the manuscript of the forthcoming book.  Page 
numbers are not supplied. 
2
  McKenzie Wark makes clear that there is no simple mapping between the genders shown on screens 
and the uses which can be made of them in fantasy: '...for years I've wanted to be Charlotte 
Rampling...I presume you're looking for someone who imagines they're Dirk Bogarde?...No, I'm 
looking for someone who imagines they're Charlotte Rampling too'  (Wark, 1993: 672).  This is 
true:  but at the same time it is also true that the insistent heterosexuality of screen-couplings can 
really get in the way of fantastic appropriation.  
3
  The works mentioned here include writers on lesbian images.  Similarly, the terms 'homosexual' and 
'queer' are used in this paper.  It must be understood, though, that there is no claim in this work 
to represent images of women not-kissing women.  This is an avowedly partial archive. 
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4
  This term is not used in a derogatory manner:  it rather notes programs whose concern is with a central 
group of characters, which involve personal concerns, and feature some degree of serial as well 
as series tendencies in their narratives (Tulloch and Alvarado, 1983).  It is understood here that 
genre is a descriptive tool of interpretive practice rather than an attempt to provide stable and 
ontologically correct 'labels' for texts (Neale, 1990). 
5
  The fact that this character is played by an avowedly and quite 'out' heterosexual man does not add to 
the pleasure of this text. 
6
  It might be noted, in relation to Andrea Weiss's desire for a 'gay sensibility' in such representations, that 
Matt does have a wickedly camp tongue when he gets going; and arguments with his nemesis 
Kimberley can often resemble a meeting of disaffected drag queens: 'Watch out Kimberley - 
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